Understanding Mid-Air Hand Gestures: A Study of Human Preferences in Usage of Gesture Types for HCI
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present the results of a study of human preferences in using mid-air gestures for directing other humans. Rather than contributing a specific set of gestures, we contribute a set of gesture types, which together make a set of the core actions needed to complete any of our six chosen tasks in the domain of human-to-human gestural communication without the speech channel. We observed 12 participants, cooperating to accomplish different tasks only using hand gestures to communicate. We analyzed 5,500 gestures in terms of hand usage and gesture type, using a novel classification scheme which combines three existing taxonomies in order to better capture this interaction space. Our findings indicate that, depending on the meaning of the gesture, there is preference in the usage of gesture types, such as pointing, pantomimic acting, direct manipulation, semaphoric, or iconic gestures. These results can be used as guidelines to design purely gesture driven interfaces for interactive environments and surfaces.

INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in computer vision, particularly in real-time hand [26] and body tracking [23] are empowering computers and intelligent environments to recognize human gestures from a distance. These novel technologies reduce barriers to interaction and increase the input bandwidth between the user and the computer, without requiring the user to wear or acquire a tracked object. Since surface and tabletop systems have expanded to include proximity sensing [13], there is potential for computer vision based mid-air interaction to become a part of tabletop computing [12] and large-scale displays [3]. The recognition of mid-air gestures enables designers to create interfaces that enable explicit control of such systems.

As is true of any new input modality, there is a need for extensive design of the physical primitives which make-up the interaction [1]. Since the WIMP GUI is still a prevalent metaphor in computer interfaces, a simple approach is to adopt its “point and click” and related primitives. For example, Vogel and Balakrishnan [25] built a pointing-and-click interface for large screen displays which simulates mouse input. They identified issues with precision in pointing, ambiguity of finger movements, and lack of physical feedback. These issues are critical for the control of a point-and-click, mouse-based UI, but offer little guidance to designers wishing to develop new, possibly more suitable input primitives. In particular such transformation may reduce much of the richness of the new input modality, and sacrifice available bandwidth [8].

To create interfaces that leverage a gestural input paradigm, there is a need to build gestural interfaces from scratch – including the design of new physical primitives. One common approach has been to elicit gestures applying the user defined interfaces (UDI) methodology. This technique is useful in determining a novice’s “first guess”. However, researchers have found that there is little consensus among users in association between gestures and their expected effect [24, 28]. In contrast, designed languages can be formed to avoid conflicts, but also to be ergonomic and high-bandwidth. In view of this, we believe that gesture languages need to be designed, rather than observed. A key
limitation, however, is the lack of guidelines to aid designers in creating those languages.

To overcome this issue, we seek to bridge the gap between those two methodologies by investigating what linguists term gesture types [19]. Although gesticulation humans perform during speech is quite different in its nature, we build on this traditional linguistic practice for a more systematic investigation of gestures in HCI. Rather than seeking to construct a dictionary of particular gestures for a given set of functions, classifying physical actions enables us to create middle ground between elicited and designed gestures. While a UDI methodology might provide viable but inconsistent results, our approach enables for a thorough design of a gesture language by providing guidance that, for example, a gesture for a particular action should be chosen to involve unimanual static hand postures or bimanual movements, or that it should use pointing, descriptions of the objects, or semaphoric codes.

In order to produce our gesture types, we conducted a study. Our methodology was similar to that of UDI, in that participants were given a ‘before’ and ‘after’ situation, where user-selected gestures were used to make the transition between those two states [28]. Unlike previous work, our study provided a recognizer – a second participant, who was observing, via a muted video feed, the actions of the first participant. The first participant was tasked with guiding the observer in completing various tasks, using only gestures shown over a video feed (see Figure 1), thus lacking speech. The ‘human’ recognizer enabled participants in our study to perform gestural interaction within a closed feedback loop, enabling refinement over time. The choice of using a human instead of an artificial gesture recognizer was also taken to prevent from biased behavior and to provide an unconstrained environment to the directing participant. While this study setup is similar to previous works in CSCW [10, 17], the goals and information collected were different. In our methodology the actor was meant to communicate only using mid-air gestures, in order to accomplish a task in a ‘virtual’ environment, just like in controlling an interactive computing system. Except for visual feedback showing the result of the given input, the communication was intentionally one-way, as with a unimodal gesture interface. Additionally, the study was designed not to address high-level human communication tasks, but low-level actions such as manipulating objects, guiding avatars, and describing simple shapes, in order to collect gesture data for each of them for further analysis. As we will discuss, the refinement process saw the introduction of new types of gestures, ad hoc formalisms were created, and whole gesture languages were observed.

During this process, we collected approximately 5,500 gestures from 12 participants during 6 different scenarios. We analyzed those in terms of expected effect and gesture type, using our own classification scheme. We also collected data about the number of hands used, by splitting into unimanual and bimanual gestures. The results indicate that for each expected effect of a gesture, there are preferences in both type and number of hands. These preferences, reported in detail in this paper, represent two contributions. First, they provide a baseline measurement of conventional human behavior (after a short grounding process) which goes beyond the ‘first guess’ provided by UDI. Second, the results, in and of themselves, form the basis for the development of guidelines which designers can use to design their own gesture languages, taking into account not only user preference, but all the factors relevant to the context of the language [27].

In this paper, we present the design of the study, our classification system, and our findings about gesture type usage, including user choices for unimanual vs. bimanual gestures. Our contribution is our classification scheme, and knowledge of the suitability of gesture types for the chosen gesture effects.

RELATED WORK

Gesture Classification

Many different classifications have been proposed for speech-related hand movements [5, 19]. Many of these are modifications of Efron’s [6] pioneering work about conversational behavior between Jewish and Italian immigrants in New York City. For example, Kendon [16] arranges gestures along a continuum, which reflects the gesture’s relation to accompanying speech. He proposed classes of gesticulation (beat, cohesives), language-like (iconic), pantomimes, emblems (deictic), and sign language (symbolic), with the necessity of accompanying speech to facilitate communication declining in this order.

Cadoz [5] classifies gestures according to their function into semiotics, ergotic and epistemic gestures. McNeill [19] separates them into the classes of iconic, metaphorics, beats, cohesives, and deictics. These authors investigate the multidisciplinary research field of human gesturing. As a result, their classifications are created for gestures accompanied by speech, such as in narration, and are therefore not appropriate for our domain. In contrast, Karam and Schraefel [15] created a more extensive taxonomy, especially tailored for HCI, and serves as the basis for our classification. For what they call ‘gesture styles’, they propose the classes of deictic, gesticulation, manipulation, semaphores, and sign language. In this model, gesticulation is also equated with iconic or depictive gestures, which are used to depict physical shapes and forms referred to by speech.

Our work adopts elements of where appropriate to build our classification system, primarily by extending Karam and Schraefel’s model. We also build on other work in HCI.
**gestures in hci**

Many novel interfaces, such as those for in-air gesture detection [2, 3], multitouch [22], tangible [14], and organic [18] user interfaces try to overcome limitations of WIMP interaction. Interfaces combining hand-gesture and speech try to provide means of control by mimicking human-to-human communication [4, 24].

In the present work, we are focusing on purely gesture-driven human computer interfaces, without coverbal gesticulation. A notable demonstration of unimodal mid-air gesture usage is found in the demos for the g-speak platform (oblong.com). The designers show several sample applications for interacting with virtual environments, including drawing, image and video editing, and navigation in 3D space. They use bimanual interaction extensively, primarily to establish reference frames. This work extends earlier work in HCI, such as Charade [2], as well as work specifically dedicated to the creation of gesture languages.

**creating gesture languages**

The study of the construction of gesture languages can be roughly divided into two camps: one viewpoint is that gesture languages must be *elicited*, through the study of potential users in their natural environments, or through user definition [20, 21, 28]. This approach prioritizes the probability that a new users’ first guess of a gesture will yield the desired effect. The alternative camp proposes that gesture languages must be *designed* through an examination of the unique physical and psychological implications of a given input device and context of its use, and then taught to the user [1, 9, 27]. Their view is that ‘guessability’ may be only one of several factors in the design of a language.

With our work we attempt to bridge the gap between these camps. By building on UDI methodology, we are seeking for typical user behaviors in terms of hand usage for constrained communication. These behaviors, however, are in the form of *types*, rather than particular gestures. Through the definition of these classes, we seek to provide generally useful guidance on the issue of ‘guessability’ to those practitioners and researchers who are considering this and several other factors in designing gestural languages.

In seeking gesture types, we follow the general approach proposed by Nielsen et al. [21]. They suggest that in order to build a gesture interface it is necessary to first identify the functions that will be evoked (or ‘effects’ of the gestures). Subsequently, the most appropriate gesture for each of those functions has to be found (in our case, gesture *types*). In our methodology, we select 10 common functions (‘effects’) required in many interactive systems, and elicit and classify gesture performed by our participants into gesture types.

**target gesture effects**

A difficulty in defining a classification of gesture types is the need to develop generic and representative gesture effects (system or application functions). Foley et al. [7] identified six generic tasks, reflecting the user’s intentions: *select position* and *orient* an object, *ink* (draw lines), *enter* text, and *specify scalar values*. This work is somewhat limited for our purpose, because it assumes mouse-like primitives. For example, it assumes that possible effects such as *accepting* or *refusing* will be composed of other primitives, such as selection of a menu item, by selecting (activating) a button, or by entering text.

To achieve coverage of frequently desired gesture effects, we attempted to find as many effects as possible: during a brainstorming session with four researchers, we gathered a large set of tasks and actions for *content creation, manipulation, management, and navigation* in the physical world. We do not claim the resulting list to be complete, for example it excludes tasks for heavy data input, such as text input. However it should cover most actions one would like to perform with a gesture interface. Next, we split high-level actions into atomic physical acts, in order to find a basic set of effects. For example, the task of arranging several blocks by their color can be decomposed into several acts of moving an object, which in turn can be split into grasping, translating and releasing. This is similar to the logical primitives approach taken by Foley et al., except that our primitives are based on physical acts, rather than an assumed interaction model.

From this process, we formed a list of 10 fundamental, non-overlapping effects:

- **Select**: in contrast to identification, selecting refers to the actual action of *picking* or *grasping* of physical entities.
- **Release**: this effect is the complement to selecting, thus it expresses the *depositing* of previously selected entities.
- **Accept**: this represents *agreeing* in binary queries and includes similar meanings such as *approving* and *affirming*, as well as *continue* in the sense of “you are doing it right, go on”.
- **Refuse**: the complement effect to accepting is often used for answering “no” in binary queries, but it also includes “wrong”, “stop”, or “undo”.
- **Remove**: in contrast to releasing, removing entities means to *dismiss* them, to *erase* them, or even to move them off the table.
- **Cancel**: this effect represents *pausing* or *stopping* of a currently ongoing process, or even *terminating* the whole overall task.
- **Navigate**: in contrast to translation, navigation refers to the *guiding* (both movement and rotation) of a representation of the actor’s hand or tool, such as a pen. This representation is considered to be similar to a mouse cursor.
- **Identify**: this effect includes *identification, indication or description* of an entity or location.
• Translate: other than navigation, translation refers to the movement or the dragging of a physical entity.
• Rotate: this effect represents the action of rotation of physical entities.

Having defined the atomic effects of gestures we wished to evaluate, we turn our attention now to the design of our experiment, which was meant to answer the question: what types of gestures do users perform in order to achieve these effects? We extended the UDI methodology in order to learn not only ‘first guess’ behavior, but to record the results of refinement of techniques over time – given the presence of a closed feedback loop.

EXPERIMENT FOR COLLECTING GESTURE DATA

The goal of this study was to determine mappings of user-defined gesture types and number of hands used to each of the effects. To do this, we constructed tasks which, in order to accomplish them, would include the 10 effects we identified. The experiment was done in pairs of two: one was designated the actor, who performed gestures, and the wizard, who observed the gestures and carried out the effects that they understood. The wizard was provided with the tools needed to complete each task, but was not made aware of the goals, or which of the tools would be required to accomplish them. There was no a priori communication about the tasks between the wizard and actor, nor were any guidelines provided to shape their communications. The wizard was not given aid to understand what task would be performed, beyond the placement of the necessary tools within their reach.

Participants

Twelve participants (8 male), with ages ranging from 23 to 54 years ($M = 30.92$, $SD = 10.21$) were recruited from a Central European community. To avoid technical bias, we chose candidates with affiliations ranging from school teacher, lawyer, and process manager to IT technician and software developers. Mean self-reported daily computer usage was 6.07 hours ($SD = 3.08$). 7 participants reported frequent use of gesture based touch interfaces for a duration ranging from 4 months to 4 years ($M = 2.17$, $SD = 1.59$), such as smartphones and tablets, 6 of those also had used mid-air gesture interfaces (3 of them frequently) prior to the study, such as Microsoft Kinect, WiiMote and PlayStation Move. The remaining 5 did not have mentionable experience with gesture interfaces whatsoever. The participants were divided into 6 groups of 2 strangers. To eliminate biasing by gesture vocabularies established during the earlier trials, the task order was counterbalanced using a 6x6 Latin Square.

Design

Both actor and wizard were placed in separate rooms to prevent them speaking or using other forms of auditory communication. Both participants were connected by a video chat system (Skype), with the audio channel disabled, so the only reasonable high-bandwidth channel left was gestures. In our experiment gesture communication was meant to be one-way, thus from actor to wizard, while the desired closed feedback loop was established by showing the wizard’s actions to the actor. Both participants were placed in front of a camera/screen setup, as shown in Figure 2. The actor was only able to see the table, all tools, and the wizard’s hands; the wizard was shown both the upper body and the head of the actor. In order to help the wizards to locate their work, the borders of the area visible to the actor were marked on the table.

For each task, the actor was provided with the goal of the results to be achieved. Depending on the task, this was either a drawing or a photograph. The image was placed next to the actor’s screen throughout the task.

Participants had to finish each task within 10 minutes; after that time, the task was suspended. Since we intended to collect as many gestures as possible, we designed the tasks in a way that prevented their accomplishment during the allotted time. All participants were told not to hurry, to communicate at a convenient speed, and simply try to complete as much of each task as possible.

![Figure 2. In our study, 2 participants, the actor and the wizard, were separated spatially, and were only allowed visual communication using video conferencing.](image)

After each task, actor and wizard switched roles and moved on to the next task. This means that each participant acted as both actor and wizard, providing greater variety of gesture types for our analysis.

Tasks

We chose the 6 tasks to be completed during the study. Since our focus is on gesture interfaces for HCI they were not chosen to be particular meaningful everyday human-human communication tasks but to cover a majority of low-level action, thus our 10 chosen effects. For example building a figure out of toy blocks would at least require (i) identification of an object, or alternatively navigation of the wizard’s hand, (ii) grasping, (iii) translation and rotation of the object, and (iv) releasing. Samples of the goal images for each of the 6 types of tasks are shown in Figure 3.

Pilot studies aided in refinement of the tasks to fine-tune their difficulty and diversity. The selected six tasks were:

• Blocks: the objective was to reconstruct a given figure out of DUPLO blocks (Figure 3a), and to dismantle the construction again after 9 minutes.
• **Drawing:** the goal was to draw a number of figures onto a blank piece of paper (Figure 3b). After 6 minutes, the actor had to instruct the wizard to memorize everything drawn so far and to redraw it on a new sheet of paper. This was included to find gestures for the effect *save*.

![Figure 3](image)

**Figure 3.** Samples of the goal images provided to each actor, and hidden from each wizard.

• **Maze:** the actor had to make the wizard draw a series of preselected paths through a maze (Figure 3c).

• **Meter:** six glasses with liquid were to be filled to specified levels and in a specified order. There were several intermediate states to accomplish (Figure 3d).

• **Arrange:** the objective was to recreate a specific arrangement of colored cutout arrow shapes, as depicted on a printout presented to the actor (Figure 3e).

• **Sculpt:** wizard was to recreate an abstract model out of clay, as depicted in a set of photographs provided to the actor (Figure 3f).

To avoid agency by the wizard, we incorporated aspects into each task which were unlikely to be anticipated, such as moving backwards in the maze task, drawing a fish onto a tree, and dismantling the incomplete block figure.

We recorded both the actor’s and the wizard’s video stream and used them for our analysis. Twelve participants directed three tasks of ten minutes each, which resulted in six hours of video data. In order to classify the gesture types, we developed the following classification scheme.

**GESTURE TYPE CLASSIFICATION SCHEME**

In a pilot study, we used the taxonomy of Karam and schraefel [15]. As we conducted the coding of the video, we found the need to modify Karam & schraefel’s scheme. In particular, it was clear that their *gesticulation* class failed to capture the distinction between *iconic* and *pantomimic* gestures, and so was split into those two categories. We further observed iconic gestures, like semaphoric in the earlier scheme, could be further divided into *static* and *dynamic*, though *stroke* did not apply.

As formal sign languages have to be learned just like any spoken language, we did not expect them to appear during the study, so we omitted them in our classification scheme. Since they are especially designed to be versatile and high-bandwidth, they are rather complicated and inconvenient to use and learn [21]. As a result, we find them to be unsuitable for guessable and intuitive gestures.

Additionally, we replaced the term *deictic* by *pointing*, since our application did not use speech communication, and thus there can be no deixis per se. Our classification scheme, which is a modified version of the previous work, is shown in Figure 4. We now explain each of the gesture types in greater detail, and then present the results of the coding exercise.

**Pointing**

Pointing is used to indicate objects and directions, which does not necessarily involve a stretched index finger. It may also be performed with multiple fingers, the thumb, a flat palm, etc. Note that gestures which resemble pointing but which are intended to mean “yes, you understand” were labeled as semaphoric, given their loaded meaning.

**Semaphoric**

Semaphoric gestures are hand postures and movements, which are used to convey specific meanings. Mostly gesture and meaning are completely unrelated and strictly learned. Therefore, we consider semaphorics to be the gestures most dependent on the actor’s background and experience.

*Static* semaphorics are identified by a specific hand posture. Examples would be a thumbs-up, meaning “okay”, or a flat palm facing from the actor, meaning “stop”.

*Dynamic* semaphorics convey information through their temporal aspects. A circular hand motion meaning “rotate” is of this type, as well as a *repeatedly* flicking or waving of the hand sideward, meaning “no”.

Semaphoric *strokes* represent hand flicks and are similar to dynamics, since they are identified only by hand motion, but which are single, stroke-like movements. They may be compared to the familiar touch and stylus gestures on iOS and Windows. An example would be a *single*, dedicated sideward flick of the hand, meaning “dismiss this object”.

**Pantomimic**

Pantomimic gestures are used to demonstrate a specific task to be performed or imitated, which mostly involves motion and particular hand postures. They usually performed by an
actor without any objects actually being present, such as filling an imaginary glass with water, by tilting an imaginary bucket. They often consist of multiple low-level gestures, e.g., (i) grabbing an object, (ii) moving it, and (iii) releasing it again. We code these as a single pantomimic gesture.

**Figure 4.** The classification we used to analyze gestures in this research, including examples for each of the gesture types.

**Iconic**

Iconic gestures are used to communicate information about objects or entities, such as specific sizes, shapes, and motion paths.

*Static* iconics are performed by static hand postures. In contrast to static semaphorics they do not rely on a commonly known vocabulary, instead they are rather spontaneous, such as forming an “O” with index finger and thumb, meaning “circle”.

*Dynamic* iconics are often used to describe paths or shapes, such as moving the hand in circles, meaning “the circle”. Compared to concatenated flicks (which would be semaphoric strokes), the motions are usually performed more slowly. Another difference is that in strokes, the actual range of the movement does not hold information about the action, however in dynamic iconics it does.

**Manipulation Gestures**

Manipulation gestures are used to guide movement in a short feedback loop. Thus, they feature a tight relationship between the movements of the actor and the movements of the object to be manipulated. The criterion for distinguishing them from pantomimic and dynamic iconic gestures is the presence of the feedback loop. In the case of manipulation gestures, the actor waits for the entity to “follow” before continuing, instead of performing beforehand, only causing a reaction subsequently.

**RESULTS**

To review the results of our study, we begin with classifying each of the observed gestures used for each effect.

**Gesture Effects**

Three researchers collected approximately 5,500 gestures and categorized them using our classification scheme, constantly consulting each other in order to prevent from biasing and diverging interpretations. We also differentiated by unimanual and bimanual gestures. The overall results are depicted in Figure 5. This represents our primary contribution: the types of gesture chosen for each of the desired effects.

Note that some gestures may include elements of more than one type, as actors displayed diverse creativity in composing gestures from different types. This is especially apparent in the case for bimanual gestures, since gestures might be combined, such as expressing “move the round block” by forming a round static-iconic gesture and then pantomiming a movement with that shape. Also, some movements were not gestures to convey meaning, such as when the actors hesitated or when they were irritated. As a result, the sums for any given effect may not add up to 100%.

As predicted, actors used a wide variety of gestures to accomplish the same effect. However, the type of gesture that they used was often consistent across time, and participant. Thus, while a classification of particular gestures might find a high degree of variance [28], our results suggest that classifying by type reveals a much greater degree of consistency.

**Select**

Selection was most often indicated with pantomimic gestures, primarily in the form of “grasping”. Bimanual gestures were rarely present for selection.

**Release**

Pantomimics, semaphoric strokes and iconic dynamics showed high proportions of bimanual acting. Pantomimic gestures were “releasing hand gestures”, thus the counterpart of the grasping gestures used for selection. Semaphoric strokes were usually flicks downwards, mostly with stretched palms facing down, indicating placement of the object down onto the table.

**Accept**

All gestures were semaphoric static, either by showing thumbs-up hand poses, okay-signs (forming an “o” with index finger and thumb), or the previously described pointing-like semaphoric gesture.

**Refuse**

97% were semaphoric dynamic gestures, either by waving sideward with one or two hands and palms facing down,
while index finger or palm were outstretched, or by waving sideward with the index finger pointing up.

**Remove**
Semaphoric strokes were sideward flicks. Bimanual strokes mainly showed both hands flicking into the same direction. Unimanual pantomimics were mostly *throw-away*-gestures, e.g., showing the actor throwing an imaginary object backwards, over the shoulder. The high bimanual portion was mainly made up of *put-aside*-gestures, i.e. grasping an invisible object with both hands and releasing it offside.

**Cancel**
Strokes were generally flicks sideward, with outstretched palms facing down and both hands moved into opposite directions. Semaphoric statics mostly showed hands with outstretched palms facing away from the actor (“stop” gesture). Okay-signs and thumbs-up hand poses were sometimes observed to indicate “Alright, good job, stop now.” Semaphoric dynamics were variations of the strokes mentioned above, but with the hands repeatedly waving, instead of flicking once.

**Navigate**
Navigation was mainly done by pointing into the desired direction, which was mostly accompanied with a rhythmic movement. Manipulation gestures guided the wizard’s hand as if it were a remote representation of the actor’s hand, comparable to a mouse cursor. Semaphoric strokes were used to indicate the direction to move towards. Bimanual gestures were rarely present.

**Identify**
While pointing seems to be obvious for identification, iconic dynamic gestures were used to describe the desired object by drawing its shape in mid-air. Semaphoric statics were used to identify objects by showing a number of fingers. Identification like this requires the prior establishment of a code; actors would occasionally index objects by numbering them at the beginning of the task. Iconic static gestures were used to refer to objects by showing their size.

**Translate**
Semaphoric dynamics were mostly repetitious waging towards the respective direction, with one or both hands. Pointing gestures were mostly rhythmic pointing into the desired directions; this was generally done with one hand. About 10% out of those included self-references, thus using one hand or arm, or even other parts of the body to establish a reference frame. Pantomimic gestures were demonstrations of the translations, including hand gestures mimicking grasping and releasing. In manipulation gestures, actors guided the wizard using slow movements, while the wizard followed accordingly.

**Rotate**
Iconic dynamics were performed by according rotations of the hand, mostly with an outstretched palm, while the hand was considered a representation of the object. In the *arrange* task the tip of an arrow was sometimes indicated by an outstretched index finger or thumb. Pantomimic gestures simply showed the rotations to be performed by a combination of grasping, rotating, and releasing. Most of the semaphoric dynamic gestures were circular motions of the hand, with the index finger or even the palm outstretched. The bimanual portion represents flip-gestures, with both arms moving in a half circle, ending up in crossed arms, referring to a rotation of 180°.

![Figure 5. The type histograms for each of the effects.](image-url)

As intended by the study designers, gesture communication was one-way for most the time. Gestures performed by the wizards, e.g. due to confusions, were insignificant, although the participants were not explicitly advised to refrain. Feedback was mostly given by the effect, visible on screen.

**Influence of Participant’s Experience**
For select, remove, translate, and rotate, significant differences between groups were observed depending on
the participant’s prior experience with gesture interfaces. For the rest of the effects, there are only minor differences: there was a relatively low change within type usage (average 4.27%, SD = 0.0372), while for each effect, the types with the highest portion were the same for both novices and experts, and the second most prominent types only changed in navigate and deactivate.

Reference Frames
The usage of reference frames, such as self-references, is shown in Figure 6. They are especially present in iconic static, iconic dynamic and pantomimic gestures, with a notably bimanual dominance, validating previous design efforts [11]. Reference frames using one hand usually involve prior established contexts, such as drawing a rectangle into mid-air with the outstretched finger, representing the drawing canvas, followed by a circular movement in the upper left corner, meaning “draw a circle of this size into this corner of the sheet.”

**Figure 6. Reference frame usage for each of the types.**

It was our goal to record results in the presence of a feedback loop, and without the introduction of a recognizer which would artificially affect results. Nonetheless, that the wizard was a human observer has an obvious impact on our measurements: vocabularies which were easily understood by the counterpart became the most present overall. Some effects saw gesture types change after a short period, as the actor adapted to the preference of the wizard. This was most prominent for translate, rotate, remove, and cancel, whereas accept and refuse did not show significant changes over time. While this grounding process did not introduce significant error into our data, since failing gestures were dropped instantly, it does have an impact on how to interpret our results. Thus, they do not rely on the most spontaneous gestures for each action, but on the most common instead. It remains an open question as to whether the grounding process would be similar when communicating with an artificial gesture learning system. The degree to which this shift occurred varied across desired effect - the remaining six effects were less affected by this shift. In particular, accept and refuse did not show significant changes of gesture type over time.

**DISCUSSION AND DESIGN IMPLICATIONS**

In general, participants displayed a lot of unanticipated behavior. For example, we expected manipulation gestures to be much more present, especially for translation, rotation and navigation. Instead, participants tended to iconically describe motion paths and object shapes, and to demonstrate rotations beforehand. In latter case, a pointing hand seems to be a good way of clarifying the exact angle of rotation whenever the rotated object had a clear front and back side, just like the arrows in the arrange-task. If the object did not have such clear distinctions of front and back sides, a pointing finger might still be useful as an “anchor”. These results have significant implications for the design of alternative implementations of “direct manipulation”.

Some of the results were highly consistent, especially those for accept and refuse. Other results showed much more variety, which suggests that there is more flexibility in gesture language design for those cases. For example, for remove, the three types of semaphoric strokes, pantomimics and semaphoric dynamics were performed at similar rates. This suggests that those types are equally suitable.

The fact that the types for accept and refuse were distinctly different is particularly interesting, because these two effects are dichotomous. The static hand postures for accepting are completely opposed to the dynamic hand motions used for refusing. This is highly valuable since confusing dichotomous effects would be particularly severe, yet static and dynamic motions can easily be distinguished by a gesture recognition system.

Another set of dichotomous effects is select and release. While both were mostly accomplished by pantomimic gestures, bimanual acting was highly present in the latter, which could be valuable for distinguishing between them. In contrast to accept/refuse, it would even be possible to distinguish between them by context in many applications.

For identification of objects, pointing is often ambiguous. In applications with many objects located close to each other, it might be valuable to describe objects iconically instead. Alternatively, pointing can also be used to preselect a number of possible candidates (the ones close to the spot the user is pointing to). Those could be augmented, with indices, so the user is able to select the desired object by showing the corresponding number with a semaphoric static gesture, for example by stretching out three fingers to for “object #3”. It is important to note that this gesture type was employed despite each participant also discovering the cursor-like ‘manipulation’ gestures, suggesting a potential preference vs. traditional ‘cursor’ pointing.

Although there is little consensus between users regarding association between specific gestures and effects, there seem to be some exceptions. One gesture was particularly prevalent throughout all participants: all actors pointed one or both index fingers to their head meaning, “memorize the drawing” in the drawing task.
The processes of translation and navigation seem to be very similar at first sight since both effects refer to movements: those of an object to be manipulated in the former, and those of an avatar or cursor in the latter. By comparing the results, however, we can see that there are significant differences in type. While translation is mostly accomplished by semaphoric dynamic gestures, navigation is generally done by pointing. This indicates that there is a substantial difference in how to instruct movements, depending on the relation between actor and entity.

Actions for object manipulation (translations and rotations) are mostly accomplished using hand motion, thus by dynamic gestures. However, translation is done by semaphorics, e.g., by repetitious waving, which has to be explicitly terminated when the target is reached. In contrast, rotation already shows one concluded movement, e.g., by rotating the palm around 45°, which already contains all the information required for performing the action from initialization of the action to its conclusion.

Pointing is highly present in both navigation and identification types. While this might indicate danger of confusion on first sight, identification can mostly be distinguished from navigation by watching the hand pose: while the actor points directly at the objects (thus on the screen) in the former, s/he points sideward (left, right, up, down) in the latter. Also the context (e.g., an application’s state) might be an indicator in many cases.

Semaphoric strokes are mainly used for removing and cancelling. While there are other types in removing, which are almost as frequent, the result for cancelling is much more distinct, and is highly bimanual.

Overall, the extent of bimanual gesticulation is clearly noticeable. This implies that it is appropriate to extensively incorporate it into HCI interfaces. Bimanual gestures are highly popular in pantomimic and iconic gesture types, with the exception of those used for the effect of navigation and selection.

Limitations of this Work
A potential limitation of this work is possible dependence on culture. So far, we did not compare actors across different countries and cultures. While particular gesture selections may vary across cultures, we hypothesize that only minor differences in gesture type would be observed. E.g., our central-European actors frequently made ‘stop’ gestures by facing the palm of a single hand towards the wizard. The Japanese equivalent for that effect is crossing both arms in front of the upper body. In both cases, the type is semaphoric static.

While using a human recognizer instead of a gesture recognition system may have led to a more unconstrained behavior of the actors, it is not clear yet to what extent this introduced characteristics of human-human dialogue and how they may affect our findings. While we argue that it would be reasonable to model these in a designed gesture language, more research has to be done in order to judge their respective applicability in HCI.

Another limitation is the availability of additional communication channels to the wizards, especially facial expressions and body postures. Although they already were part of the communication during the pilot study, we observed the overwhelming majority of them to be used only for emphasis, rather than to convey independent or additional meaning. As a result, we found them to be completely redundant information channels, so we did not intend to hide them from the wizards.

Although we designed our tasks to reduce the opportunity for agency of the wizard to interfere, some did occur. However, we did not find that asymmetrically benefited any one gesture effect or type.

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented the design of a user study, which extended UID, a new classification system for mid-air gestures, and observations regarding gesture type usage for ten different gesture effects.

It is interesting to note that, as of today, many systems are built upon the metaphor of direct manipulation while our results point out that the interfaces may better map to users’ expectations if they were able to recognize other types of gestures for each action. Our results can serve as a guide, for both designers and researchers, to the type of gestures which are appropriate for various effects.

In particular, our results show that users tend not to use manipulation gestures to translate or rotate physical objects, while selecting and releasing is primarily done pantomimically. There are huge differences in terms of motion for accepting and refusing. Bimanual acting is highly present, although only for certain combinations of gesture types and effects.

The most direct application of these results will be the development of alternative gesture languages, taking into account fundamentals of gestural communication. It is our hope that designers will begin to design gesture languages based not only on those mappings which are most ‘guessable’ by a novice, but instead taking into account the many factors of context which affect the definition of gestures. Our results can serve as a guide to those designers, since it frees them from UID’s simplistic 1:1 mapping of particular gestures to particular effects, and instead provides categories of gesture types from which they can draw.
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